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On Mappings between Algebraic Systems, II
By Tsuyoshi FUJIWARA
In the previous paper [1], we have defined the P-mappings*) and
the P-product systems'10, and shown that the algebraic Taylor's expan-
sion theorem5*0 holds between the P-mappings and the P-product systems.
And some fundamental results with respect to P-mappings have been
derived from this theorem.
The present paper is the continuation of the paper [1]. In the
section 1 of this paper, we shall introduce the concept of the β ^ -conjugate
relation between families P and Q of basic mapping-formulas*^ and it
is a relation between P-mappings and Q-mappings. And, by using the
algebraic Taylor's expansion theorem, we shall show that this relation
is equivalent to the existence of some inner isomorphic mapping between
the P-product system P(33) and the Q-product system Q(33) for every
β^-algebraic system S3. In the section 2, we shall define the deriva-
tions between primitive algebraic systems, by using the concepts of the
(AVy β^)-universality*} and the β^-conjugate relation. And we shall
show that one of these derivations is the usual one in the case of the
commutative algebras over a field of characteristic 0. Thus the deriva-
tions can be considered as the mappings which are some natural
algebraic generalization of homomorphisms.
§ 1. Some relations between families of basic mapping-formulas.
Let R be a set of relations of the form
b, = F,(aly ••• , aj , — , bn = Fn(aly ••• , aj
on a free φ^-algebraic system F({a19 ••• , am, b19 ••• , &„}, φw). And let Bw
be a system of composition-identities with respect to W. If there exists







= F({a19 — , am9 b19 — , bn} , Bw, S) ,
i.e., R and S are B ^ -equivalent, then the system of TF-polynomials
(1. 1) ^ι(*ι> - > *J > " > FΛ*!, - > *J




is called a β ^ -inverse system of (1. 1). From the above definitions, it
is clear that any B
 w
- inverse system is B
 w
- regular.
Let P and Q be families PVtW{£ι> '" > £»} and Qv,w(fn^ •" > vn} of
basic mapping-formulas respectively. If there exists a system of W-
polynomials
(1. 2) F,(x19 - , *J , - , FM(^, - , xj
such that, for any system {φ
ί9 -•• , φm} of P-mappings from any φv-
algebraic system SI into any B
w
- algebraic system SB, the system {ψ^, ••- ,
^
w
} of mappings, each of which is defined by
is a system of Q-mappings, then the system (1. 2) is called a β^- trans-
lator from P into Q. In the above definition, if the system (1. 2) is
β^-regular, then we say that P is B
w
-con jugate to Q, and denote it
by P^Q.
Theorem 1.1. Let P and Q be families P
v
,w{%i> "' > %m} and
Qv.wfai) '" 9 Vn} °f basic mapping- formulas respectively. And let
(1. 3) F,(x19 - , xj , - , Fn(x19 - , xj
be a system of W- polynomials. Then, in order that the system (1. 3) is a
B
w
-translator from P into Q, it is necessary and sufficient that
(1.4)
for every ^ = 1, ••• , w <am/ β^ry e G F.
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Proof of necessity. Let 31 be the free φ
v
- algebraic system F({x19 ••• ,
*Λκ«oK </v)> and 93 the free β ^ -algebraic system F({ξl(xl), ••• , ^ O )^, ••• ,
£
w
(#ι)> ••• > £m(#Λrα;))} > B
w
). Then it is clear by Theorem 1.3 in [1] that
there exists a system {φl9 ••• ,φm} of P-mappings, each of which satisfies
(1. 5) φμ(xN) = ξμ(xN) (N=l, - , N(υ)) .
Now, let {ψΊ, ••• , ψ J be the system of mappings from 31 into 93, each
of which is defined by
Then {ψ j , ••• , ψ
 n
} is a system of Q-mappings from 51 into 93, because
the system (1. 3) is a B ^ -translator from P into Q. Hence we have
the following computation :
Hence, by (1.5), the identity
is valid in 93. This identity can be considered as the one with respect
to =, because 93 is a free Z? ^ -algebraic system.
Proof of sufficiency. Let 31 be any φF-algebraic system, and 93 any
β^- algebraic system. And let { ,^ ••• , £?
m
} be any system of P-mappings
from 31 into 93. Moreover, let -ψ^, -•• , ψ»
n
 be the mappings from 31 into




Then, by using (1.4), for any #e V and any ^, ••• , tf^^eSl, we have
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Hence {^ , ••• , ^ J is a system of Q-mappings from 31 into S3. This
completes the proof.
Let P be a family P^^l^, ••• , £
m
} of basic mapping-formulas, and
let 35 be a φ ^ -algebraic system. Now let ψ be a mapping from P(SB)
into 33. If there exists a ίΓ- polynomial Ffo, ••• , Λ:^) such that
for every element [&!,••-, δ
w
] in P(33), then -ψ is called an inner mapping
defined by F(X, ••• , #
m
) Moreover, let Q be a family Q^wfoi* ••• , ^J
of basic mapping-formulas. And let ^, ••• , ψ
n
 be mappings from P(33)
into 33, and Ψ the mapping from P(33) into Q(33) which is defined by
for all elements [b19 ••• , bm~] G P(33). If each ψv is an inner mapping
defined by a TF- polynomial F^(x19 ••• , Λ:W), then ^ is called an inner
mapping defined by the system of W- polynomials F
v
(x19 ••• , #m) (^ = 1,
- , if).
Theorem 1.2. L^ί P α^rf Q be families PVιW{ξly ••• , ξm} and
Qv,w{nι> ••• > ^«} ^/ i^c mapping- formulas respectively. And let
(l 6) FX^, — , Λ J, — , F
n
(x
ί9 — , Λ J
δ^ <2 system of W- polynomials. Then, in order that the system (1. 6) is a
B
w
-translator from P into Q, it is necessary and sufficient that, for any
B
w
-algebraic system 33, the inner mapping Ψ from P(33) into Q(33), which
is defined by the system (1. 6) of W- polynomials, is a homomorphism.
Proof of necessity. Let 33 be any J5^-algebraic system. And let
Φu •" > Φm be the mappings from P(33) into 33, each of which is defined
by
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Then it is clear that {φly ••• , φm} is a system of P-mappings from P(33)
into 93. Now let ψ19 ••• , ψn be mappings from P(93) into 95, each of
which is defined by
- > *„]), - , ?>„([&,, ..- , 6J)) , i.e.,
Then, {T/T!, ... , ψ
w
} is a system of Q-mappings from P(93) into S3,
because the system (1. 6) is a β^- translator from P into Q. Hence, by
Theorem 1. 1 in [1], the inner mapping
is a homomorphism from P(93) into Q(93).
Proof of sufficiency. Let SI be any ψF-algebraic system, and 93 any
B
w
- algebraic system. Now suppose that {φ19 ••• , φm} is a system of
P-mappings from Si into 93. Then, by Theorem 1. 1 in [1], the mapping
Φ : a -> Φ(ά) = Ma) , - , φ
m
(d)\
is a homomorphism from SI into P(93). Since the inner mapping
is a homomorphism from P(93) into Q(93), it is clear that the mapping
ΨΦ :
 a
 - ΨΦCβ) = [FMW, - , φ
m
(a))9 - ,
is a homomorphism from SI into Q(93). Hence, by Theorem 1. 1 in
the system {ψ
ιy ... , ψn] of mappings from SI into 93, each of which is
defined by
, — , φ
m
(a)) ,
is a system of Q-mappings. Thus, the system (1. 6) of PF-polynomials
is a B ^ -translator from P into Q, This completes the proof.
Theorem 1.3. Let P and Q be families P
v>w{ξιy ••• , ξm} and
QV,W{VI> "' > V
n
} °f basic mapping- formulas respectively, and let
(1. 7) /sfX, •.. , xj, — , F
n
(x19 — , *J
&^ <2 B
w
-regular system of W- polynomials. And let 93 be any B
w
-algebraic
system. Now suppose that the inner mapping Ψ from P(93) into Q(S3),
which is defined by the system (1. 7) 0/ W- polynomials, is a homomorphism.
Then Ψ 25 ^w isomorphism from P(93) twfo Q(93), moreover the inverse




(1.8) Ff(Λ, -, >.),-
of the system (1. 7).
Proof. Let [b
ιy ••• , bm~\ be any element in P(33). Then, by the
definition of the inner mapping Ψ, we have
On the other hand, it is clear that
F$(F1(blt - , bm), ... , F.&, - , O = bμ (μ = 1, .- , m) .
Hence we have
for every element [c19 ••• , cn~] in the domain of Ψ"1, where Φ denotes
the inner mapping from Q(S3) into P(35) which is defined by the β^-
inverse system (1. 8). Therefore the inner mapping Ψ is a one to one
mapping. Hence it is the rest of our proof to show that Ψ maps P(33)
onto Q(S3). Now let [c^ ••• , <:„] be any element in Q(S5). Then we
have
Hence we have
Therefore ^ maps P(S3) onto Q(S5). This completes our proof.
Theorem 1.4. L^ί P dm/ Q 6β families PVtW{ξ^ ••• , O
QF, wί^u •" > ^wl 0/ δΛ5/c mapping- formulas respectively. Then the follow-
ing three propositions are equivalent :
(a) P is B
w
-conjugate to Q.
(b) TA^r^ exists a B
w
-regular system of W-polynomials
(1. 9) F^X!, ." , xj, ... , F
w
(^, ... , xj
such that, for any B
w
-algebraic system 33, the inner mapping from P(93)
into Q(93), which is defined by the system (1. 9), is an isomorphism from
P(SB) wife Q(8).
(c) There exists a B
w
-regular system of W-polynomials
Fix ... x ) ... F (x ••• ^ ^
Λ lV ^Ί> > -*'m) > •> L n\^ I 9 •Λ'm/
such that
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for every v = l, ,n and every v£V.
Proof, (a) <^ > (c) is clear from Theorem 1.1. (a) <=> (b) is obvious
from Theorems 1. 2 and 1. 3.
B~wTheorem 1. 5. The B
w
-con jugate relation — is an equivalence re-
lation.
Proof of reflexive law is easy.
Proof of symmetric law. Let P and Q be families P
v
.w{%ι> '" > £J"
and Qv,w{ηι> "' •> η
n
} °f basic mapping-formulas respectively. Now




(l 10) ^(X, ••• , xj, ••• , F
n
(x19 ••• , xm)
such that, for any B
w
- algebraic system 33, the inner mapping Ψ from
P(S5) into Q(S3), which is defined by the system (1. 10), is an isomor-
phism from 'P(S) onto Q(23). Moreover, by Theorem 1.3, Ψ"1 is an
inner mapping defined by a β^-inverse system of (1. 10). Hence Q — P
follows from Theorem 1. 4, because the β^-inverse system is β^-regular.




{ξ^ ••• , ξ
m
}>
Qv, w{fΠιy ••• > η
n
} an(i -Rr, w{fι> ••• > ?/} of basic mapping-formulas respec-
tively. Now suppose that P~Q and Q-^R. Then, by Theorem
1. 4, there exist two systems
(1. 11) ^ι(*ι> ••• , ΛrJ. — » ^Oι> — » ^J and
(1.12) G^,-,^),...,^^, -,^)
of TF-polynomials such that, for any 5^-algebraic system S3, the inner
mappings Ψ : P(33)->Q(S3) and Θ: Q(8) -*«(»), which are defined by
the systems (1. 11) and (1. 12) respectively, are onto isomorphisms. Hence
it is clear that the mapping ®Ψ is an isomorphism from P(93) onto
and it is an inner mapping defined by the system of PF-polynomials
, xj, — , F
w





be fl^-inverse systems of the systems (1. 11) and (1. 12) respectively.
Then it is easily obtained that the system of W'-polynomials
Ft(GΪ(z19 -,*/), -,G*(^, -,*/)),
-,*/), -,G*(^, -,*/))'
is a fl^-inverse system of (1. 13). Hence the system (1. 13) is B
w
-
regular. Therefore P~l? follows from Theorem 1.4. This completes
the proof.
Finally we shall introduce the concept of B
w
- similarity as a special
case of the concept of fl^-conjugate. Now let P and Q be families
PV,W{%I> ••• >£„} and Qv
 W{η19 ••• , ηm] of basic mapping-formulas respec-
tively. If, for any φF-algebraic system 31 and any B ^ -algebraic system
23, any system of P-mappings from §1 into 93 is a system of Q-mappings,
and conversely, then we say that P and Q are flip-similar. As an easy
consequence of the above definition we obtain
Theorem 1.6. Let P and Q be families P
v
,w{%ι> •" > %
m
}
Qv.w&i, •" > Vn} of basic mapping-formulas respectively. Then, in order
that P and Q are B
w




. i > •" > JΊ NW\= Q n^vίy, i > ••' , yi ΛΓ<
, I (
\ymι> ~ > y^NcvJ \y
ml> •••, ^«ΛΓ<
/<9r ^f^rjv yt6 = l, ••• ,m and every v^V.
§ 2. Families of (A
v




Let P be a family P
v>w{ζ19 ••• , ?.J of basic mapping-formulas. If
the basic mapping-formulas of P are of the form
then P is called a family of (φ
v





 be systems of composition-identities with respect to V




) universal and fl^-similar to some





Next let P be a family P
v
.w{£ι> "' >%m> ^} of basic mapping- formulas.
If the basic mapping-formulas of P are of the form
and
then P is called a family of (φ
v
, φ^)- derivation type. Moreover let A
v
and ZV be systems of composition-identities. If P is (AV9 5^)-universal
and 5^-similar to some family of (ΦF, φ ^ -derivation type, then P is
called a family of (A
v
, 5^)-derivation type.
Let P be a family of (AVy B ^ -derivation type. If there exists a
family Q of (AV9 .β^-homomorphism type such that P and Q are Bw-
conjugate, then P is called a family of improper (A
v
, B ^ -derivation
type. Otherwise, P is called a family of proper (A
v
, B ^ -derivation type.
If V=W and AV=BW in the above definitions, then we simply say





, jB-^-derivation". Let P be a family of Λy-homomor-
phism (or A
v
- derivation) type, and let U be a subset of V. If the
family, which consists of all the basic mapping-formulas of P concerning
all the compositions v£V— C7, is of homomorphism type, then P is
called a family of ^4F-ί7-homomorphism (or A V-U- derivation) type.
Let P be a family of A
v
- [/-derivation type. If P is ^4y-conjugate
to some family of A
v
- [/-homomorphism type, then P is called a family
of [/-improper A
v




Let K be a commutative field of characteristic 0, and V the set-sum
of { + , •} and K. And let R
v
 be the system of composition-identities
with respect to V, which define the commutative algebras over K. In the
following, we shall determine the form of the family P
v
,v{Φι> ••• ><P™}* )
of R
v







-{ } -derivation type.
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a family PV,V{ΦI> '" > <P
m
} whose basic
mapping-formulas concerning the compositions different from are of
homomorphism type. Then, in order that P is a family of R
v
-{ } -homo-
morphism type, it is necessary and sufficient that the basic mapping-
*) For convienence, we use below the letters φt 'ψ in places of the letters
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formulas of P concerning are of the form
φμ(xy) = Pφμt. (φμ,(x), φμ(y)) = hμ.φμ,(x)φμ,(y) , hμ, € K (μ, = 1, — , m) .
Proof. The sufficiency can be easily obtained by Theorem 3. 2 in
[1]. In the following, we shall prove the necessity. Since the com-
position-identity (x+y)z = xz+yz is contained in RVy and P is 7?F-universal,
it follows from Theorem 3. 2 in [1] that
Rv
= Fφμt**+y*(<Pv(X\ Φμ(









This completes the proof.
Theorem 2.2. Let P be a family P
v>v{φ, 8} whose basic mapping-
formulas concerning the compositions different from are of homomorphism
type. Then, in order that P is a family of R
v
-{ ] derivation type, it is
necessary and sufficient that the basic mapping-formulas of P concerning
are of the form
(2.1) φ(xy) = P
φ
. (φ(x\ φ(y}) = hφ(x)φ(y} and
(2. 2) S(χy) = P
β
. (φ(χ\ φ(y\ 8(χ\ S(y))
Rr
= aφ(x)φ( y) + bφ(x)δ( y) + b$(x)φ( y) + dS(χ)o( y) ,
where a,byd,h£K and bh + ad=b
2
.
Proof. The sufficiency can be easily obtained by Theorem 3.2 in
[1]. In the following, we shall prove the necessity. Now suppose that
P is a family of R
v
-{*}-derivation type. Then (2.1) can be similarly




y)z = xz+yz is contained in R
v
, and P is J?F-ιmiversal, it
follows from Theorem 3. 2 in [1] that
(Z\ 8(χ), δ(y), S(z))
\ Ψ(Z\ 8(χ), S(y\ S(z)) .
Hence, by Theorem 2. 1 in [1], we have
~P,.(φ(x\ φ(z\ 8(χ), 8(z)) + P*.(φ(y)9 φ(z\ δ(y),
Similarly we have
= Pt.(φ(x),
because the composition-identity x(y+z) = xy+xz is contained in R
v
.
Therefore we can easily obtain
= aφ
where a, b, c, d£K. Moreover we have b = c, because the composition-
identity xy=yx is contained in R
v
. Hence we have
(2.3) P*.(φ(χ
= aφ(x}φ(y] + bφ(x)8(y) + b8(χ)φ(y} + dδ(χ)δ(y) .
Since the composition- identity (xy)z = x(yz) is contained in R
v
, it follows
from Theorem 3.2 in [1] that
FκW(φ(x\ φ(y\ φ(z\ S(χ), δ(y), S(z))
\ δ(χ), 8(y\ S(z)) .
Hence, by using (2. 3) and Theorem 2. 1 in [1], we have
bh + ad = b2.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 2.3. Let P be a family PVtV{φ, 8} whose basic mapping-
formulas concerning the compositions different from are of homomorphism
type. Then, in order that P is a family of {•} -proper R
v
- {•} -derivation
type, it is necessary and sufficient that the basic mapping-formulas of P




.(φ(x\ φ(y)} = hφ(x)φ(y) and
(2.4) S(xy) = P*.(φ(x\ φ(y\ 8(x\ 8(y))Rv
where a, h G K, and at least one of them is not 0.
Proof of sufficiency. Suppose that P is of the form (2. 4). Then it
is clear from Theorem 2.2 that P is a family of R
v
-{ } -derivation type.
Hence it is sufficient to prove that P is not ^-conjugate to any family
Q = Qv.v{Ψtι> •" > Ψm} of R
v





- translator from Q into P. Now, by Theorem 2. 1, we
may assume that the basic mapping-formulas of Q concerning are of
the form
Rv(2. 5) ψ
 μ(*y) - Qψμ.(ψ>(*), ψμ(v)) = MvW^Wj') (t* = 1> ••• >.*») .
And let
(2. 6) Fjfo, — , x
m
), F2(xly ••• , xj
be an 7?F-translator from Q into P. Then, by Theorem 1. 1, we have
= FMx\ ^ , ψJJtH + FΛψΛjO, - , ψj^) (v = 1, 2) .
Hence we have
^v(*ι> ••• , xJ = <**Xι+
Therefore the /?F- translator (2.6) is not /?F-regular in the case of
Hence, in the following, we may assume that m = 2, i.e.,
Rv
F2(x1, ~ , xj = F2(x19 x2) = a2Xι + β2χ2 and
Q = Qv.vfa* - > ΨJ = Qv.vίΨi, tJ -







(2.7) Aα?-rtA = 0,
(2. 8) haβ1 = 0 ,
(2.9) A/3ϊ-/9A = 0,
and
(2. 10) aal-^2hoί1a2 — a2h1 = 0 ,
(2.11) tftf A + A<* A + toA - 0 ,
(2. 12) *£ϊ + 2hββ2 - β2h2 = 0 .
By using (2. 7)-(2. 12), we shall prove that the #F- translator (2. 6) in not
7?F-regular in any case.
(a) The case of h = 0. By the assumption of this theorem, we





 = 09 and hence the 7?F-translator (2.6) is not Λy-regular.
(b) The case of A φ O and h^h^O. By using (2.7) and (2.9), we
have al = βl = 0. Hence the J?y-translator (2.6) is not ίV-regular.
(c) The case of AΦO, /^φO and A2 = 0. By (2. 9), we have ^ = 0.
Hence by (2.11) we have aβ2 = Q, i.e., α1 = 0 or /32 = 0. Therefore the
./^-translator (2.6) is not /?F-regular.
(d) The case of /zφO, h
λ
 = Q and /z2ΦO. It is similarly obtained as
in the case (c) that the J?F-translator (2. 6) is not 7?F-regular.
(e) The case of AΦO, ^φO and A2φO. By (2.8), we have ^ = 0
or A = 0. If «! = 0, then by (2.11), we have «2/S1 = 0, i.e., oc2 = 0 or /91 = 0.
Hence, in the case of α1 = 0, the ^^-translator (2.6) is not J?F-regular.
If ^ = 0, then by (2.11), we have aβ2 = Q, i.e., ^ = 0 or /92 = 0. Hence,
in the case of & = (), the jRF-translator (2.6) is not l?F-regular. This
completes the proof of sufficiency.
Proof of necessity. In Theorem 2. 2, we have shown that, if P is a
family of R
v
-{ } -derivation type, then the basic mapping-formulas of P




.(φ(x\ φ(y)) = hφ(x)φ(y) and
SfoO =
=
where bhjrad=b2. Hence it is sufficient to show that, if the basic
mapping- formulas of P concerning are not of the form (2. 4), then P
is not a family of {•} -proper R
v
-{ } -derivation type in any case.
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(a) The case of rfφO. Let Q be a family Qv.viψiffa} of homo-
morphism type. Then it is clear from Theorem 1. 4 that the system of
F-polynomials
FI(XI, x2) = x, , F2(x19 x2) = b
is an R
v
-regular /?F-translator from P into Q. Hence, in this case, P
is not a family of {•} -proper R
v
-{ } -derivation type.
(b) The case of d=Q. From bh + αd=b2y we have that δ = 0 or
b = h. Hence we have that
Pt (φ(x)> Φ(y\ δ(*)> 8(y)) = αφ(x)φ(y) or
P* (φ(x), Φ(y\ δ(*)> δ(y)) =
Now it is sufficient to show that P is not a family of {•} -proper
R
v
-{ } -derivation type in the case of α = 0 and h = 0. Since, in this case,
we have
it is clear that P is not a family of {•} -proper R
v
-{ } -derivation type.
This completes the proof.
Let P be a family PVιV{φy 8} of {•} -proper Rv-{ } -derivation type.
Then, by Theorem 2. 3, the basic mapping- formulas of P concerning




.(φ(x\ φ(y)) = hφ(x)φ(y) and
S(χy) = P»(Φ(X), Φ(y), δ(χ), S(y))
where Λ Φ O or hΦO or both. Now, if A = 0, then P is called a family
of trivial {•} -proper R
v
-{ } -derivation type. And if AΦO, then P is
called a family of non-trivial {•} -proper R
v
-{ } -derivation type.




{ψ,Θ} of trivial {•}- proper
R
v
- {•} -derivation type is R
v




{φ, δ} of trivial
{ } -proper R
v
- { } -derivation type whose basic mapping- formulas concerning
are of the form
φ(xy) = 0 and δ(xy) = φ(x)φ(y) .
(II) Any family Q$t F{^*, Θ*} of non-trivial { - } -proper Rv- { } -deriva-
tion type is R
v
-conjugate to the family P*)F{<p*, δ*} of non-trivial {•} -proper
RV-{ } -derivation type whose basic mapping- formulas concerning are of
the form
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φ*(xy) = φ*(x)φ*(y) and
8*(χy) =
(Ill) Any family of trivial {•} -proper R
v
-{ } -derivation type is not
R
v
-conjugate to any family of non-trivial {•} -proper R
v
-{ } -derivation type.
Proof of (I). By the above definition, the basic mapping-formulas
of Qv,v(Ψ> &} concerning are of the form
Rv
^*jO = Gψ.(ψ(*),ψθO) = 0 and
θ(χy) = Q..MX), ΨO), θ(x), β(y)) = *
Then, by Theorem 1. 4, the system of F-polynomials
FI(XI, #2) = Xι > F2(x19 x2) = ax2




{φy $} into Qv>v{ψy θ} Hence
PVtV{φ, 8} is ^-conjugate to Qv,v{ψ, θ}.
Proof of (II). By the above definition, the basic mapping-formulas
of Q*,y{^*, #*} concerning are of the form
= hψ*(x)ty*( y) and
ί*(Λ), θ*(y))
where AΦO. Then, by Theorem 1.4, the system of F-polynomials
XZ) = ~ΓXι> ^Uι> Λ2) = X2-^Xlh h
is an ΛV-regular ^-translator from P$tV{φ*, δ*} into Q*(F{ψ*, ^*}. Hence
,
 δ
*} is #F-conjugate to Q^(F{^*, 6>*}.
Proof of (III). It is sufficient to show that PVtV{φy δ} is not Rv-
conjugate to Pv.viΦ** δ*} Now let a system of F-polynomials
(2.13) ^ite,^), F2(^,*2)
be an 7?F- translator from P$.v{φ*9 δ*} into PVtV{φ, δ}. Then it is
similarly obtained as in the first part of the proof of sufficiency of
Theorem 2. 3 that the F-polynomials (2. 13) are of the form
Rv Rv
F^X! , x2) = aι*ι + $1X2 and F2(xl , x2) = oc2
Hence, by Theorem 1. 1, we have
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 = β1 = Q9 and therefore the system (2.13) is not Rv- regular.
Hence PVιV{φ, 8} is not ./?F-conjugate to P*,F{<p*, δ*}. This completes
the proof.
(Received July 8, 1960)
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